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Abstract
The development of virtual prototype of aircraft mechanisms is an essential phase to help industrialists and
scientists to validate the experimental results and optimize its behavior. This development requires the
simultaneous mastery of different disciplines: mechanical, thermal, hydraulic, electrical, etc. This paper
proposes a multidisciplinary approach to develop a physical model of a hydromechanical brake control valve.
This equipment is responsible for the regulation and transformation of hydraulic energy into mechanical
energy in the form of friction at the wheels. The study of functional and geometric properties has enabled us to
develop a 3D geometric model and a 1D physical model of the brake control valve. Then we proceed to
connect these models using a co-operative simulation interface to analyze the behavior of this complex
mechanism taking into account the main phenomena and parameters involved in the operation.
Keywords: multidisciplinary; component-oriented modeling; co-operative simulation; aircraft brake system.

1. INTRODUCTION
The evaluation of the performance of aeronautical elements at all stages of their life cycle, especially during
the validation and exploitation, aims to achieve the objectives of quality and safety expected from this product.
In the aeronautics, the appearance of new multiphysic products and new organizational methods requires the
development of modeling tools unified for all disciplines. Those tools must allow the simultaneous analyzes of
various physical component’s behaviors and interactions [1]. This paper proposes a multidisciplinary approach
to model an aircraft braking system mechanism. We begin with a study of operation principle of the system
and all components characteristics. This study enables us to develop the geometric model and the physical
model of the mechanism. An interconnection interface allowing the co-operative simulation of these models
will be created. This approach offers a variety of benefits by combining the speed and robustness of the 1D
simulation of physical model with the sophistication and visualization of 3D -CAD geometric model.
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2. Geometric-Physical co-operative simulation
2.1 Principle operating
The dynamic behavior of the planes on the ground is largely influenced by the multiphysic brake system. The
reproduction and the control of the hydraulic braking pressure are insured by brake control valve. The brake
control valve is a complex system that connects the pedal control and the wheel brake assembly (figure1).

Wheel brake assembly

Pedal

Brake control valve

Figure 1: Brake control valve function
The application of the pressure on the upper half of rudder pedals rotates linkage to depress the brake
control valve actuating plunger which meters utility hydraulic system pressure to five pistons in the wheel
brake assembly. The hydraulically actuated pistons move against a pressure plate, forcing stator and rotor disks
into contact, providing braking friction [2].
To study and analyze the behavior of this non-linear dynamic system we adopt a co-operative simulation
after developing its geometric and physical models.
2.2 Co-operative simulation geometric- physical approach
The Co-operative simulation (co-simulation) approach consists to create an interface allowing the connection
of a 3D-CAD model with the 1D physical model [3]. This interface is very useful when studying the
multidisciplinary interaction into complex multi-physic mechanism.
LMS Imagine Lab AMESim software offers a complete 1D simulation suite to model and analyze multidomain intelligent systems and to predict their multidisciplinary performance [4]. AMESim automatically
generate the equations characterizing the behavior of submodels and integrate with the rest of the AMESim
model.
With the simulation mode under AMESim we can observe and analyze different parameters of each brake
control valve component (inputs and outputs). So we define our run parameters and inputs hypotheses and we
analyze our simulation results.
2.2.1 Geometric modeling
The figure 2 shows the geometric model of brake control valve developed in CATIA V5. This geometric
model assembly was made room by room with real existing constraints. Major sections of the control valve are
master cylinder chamber, piston chamber pressure-metering valve, pressure-sensing valve, shuttle valve and
interconnecting passageways for fluid flow [5].
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Figure 2: Brake control valve geometrical model-CAD
In CAD model, the master cylinder chamber portion is spring-loaded to the brake release position. The
master cylinder chamber poppet valve is lightly spring loaded to the control valve actuating plunger, which in
turn is heavily spring-loaded to the extended position. When the actuating plunger rod is fully extended, the
pressure-metering valve is positioned by spring tension so that the pressure inlet port is blocked, and the brake
pressure line is open to utility hydraulic system return.
2.2.2 1D Physical modeling
The 1D physical model is created under AMESim tool, which is one of the modeling tools unified for all crafts
and allows the simultaneous considerations of the behavior of various physical components and their
interactions.
The physical multidisciplinary modeling of brake control valve requires the identification of operating
characteristics and geometric properties of each component. Indeed, we have studied the operation principle of
the system in normal operating mode as shown in figure 3.

Figure 3: Normal operating mode of the brake control valve
When the brake pedal is rotated, the control valve actuating plunger moves the master cylinder chamber
piston and generates pressure which is directed through the remote operation shuttle valve to a chamber behind
the pressure-metering valve operating piston. As pressure in this chamber is increased, the force of the large
feel spring is overcome and the piston moves, driving the pressure-metering valve spool through the small
pressure control spring [6].
This aligns the brake pressure port with the utility hydraulic system pressure port and blocks the utility
hydraulic system return port. When the selected brake pressure is obtained, brake pressure acting on the
downstream end of the pressure-metering valve spool repositions the spool and compresses the small pressure
control spring until all ports of the pressure-metering valve are blocked.
In AMESim software we developed the 1D physical model of chambers. The figure 4 shows the 1D
physical model of brake control valve.
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Figure 4: Brake control valve AMESim model
In order to complete the operating system we modeled other components which are (figure5):
• Brake pedal;
• Hydraulic utility system;
• Brake assembly piston.

Figure 5: Wheel brake system AMESim model
However, neither geometric nor physical model can generate the simultaneous evolution of the physical
parameters of multidisciplinary system. A new approach is developed herein to take into account both physical
and geometric parameters and their simulation.

3. Simulation results
3.1 Co-simulation process

Figure 6: Process AMESim Motion co-simulation
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The interface of the software allows the user to connect a 3D mechanism model built in CAD software with an
AMESim model [7]. This interface is useful when studying the interaction between complex mechanism
models and sophisticated multi-physic systems (figure 6).
In AMESim, the LMS Virtual.Lab Motion model is introduced as a “sub-component”. We create the
interface bloc linking between the physical model and the geometrical model and choose as input parameters
applied force on pedal, and as outputs displacement and velocity of poppet spring. As shown in figure 7.

Figure 7: Creation of co-simulation interface bloc
3.2 Inputs hypothesis
For our model, the inputs parameters corresponding to the functional test are presented as follow:
• Pressure delivered by the utility hydraulic system is constant at about 83bar ;
• The torque applied by the pilot on the pedal is modeled by a constant equal 50 foot-pounds.
3.3 Results Analyze
The results of the brake control valve simulation test are shown in figure 8.

Figure 8: Evolution of Output Brake control valve pressure
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By applying a mechanical force of 50 foot pound on the pedal, a brake hydraulic pressure is generated. It
progress from zero during dt = 0.01s to attain optimum braking pressure of 83 bar in 0.03s and it has a
relatively small decrease while continually generating friction braking required at the wheel brake assembly.
These results are explained at first by the reproduction of the pressure in the brake control valve which
takes a time of 0.01s corresponding to delay of the hydraulic fluid flow. In second time, the brake pressure
increase progressively until 83 bar during the response time corresponding to 0.03s
In other hand, in CAD model, the spring reaction into master cylinder chamber is obtained from the output
of the geometric-physical interface bloc.

Figure 9: Movement velocity of the poppet spring
The figure 9 presents for the velocity of the poppet spring. Other values can be also obtained such an
acceleration and displacement.
The figure 10 shows the evolution of valve rod displacement in response to a command corresponding
braking control with an initial displacement rod of the order of 3cm:

Figure 10: Evolution of Output Brake control valve pressure
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The rod moves in a sinusoidal way between the maximum position (maximum brake pressure) and the
minimum position (brake released) of the depression rod. This is explained by the action-reaction of brake
pressure and back pressure that act on the rod. We also note that the required braking reached at 0.25s and the
rod returns to idle status in 0.75s.
With the set of an accurate modeling of each subsystem of the aircraft braking system is hence possible that
to confuse the difference between project concept and first prototype realization phase which will be blended
together, allowing than to perform different types of tests in the virtual environment.

4. Conclusion
The study presented in this paper illustrate that co-operative approach is a complete and integrated solution to
simulate realistic motion of the aircraft braking system mechanism. It allows engineers to analyze and optimize
the real-world behavior of the mechanical design, before committing to expensive physical prototype testing.
The easy use of the application and the ability to interface directly with the CAD environment allows a
visual impact that provides the opportunity to examine the components of the multi-body system for design
work and before any simulation execution.
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